
Target Zero:
keeping people safe

Briefing Instructions
The ‘Take 5 for Safety’ campaign has been in operation since 
November 2020, asking you to ensure that you consider safety 
and wellbeing throughout the lifecycle of a task and STOP 
and Take 5 if you are not comfortable or if you see or hear 
something that doesn’t feel safe. 

This month’s focus is dedicated to driving at work and 
asking yourself if you are using all the Take 5 for Safety 
component parts and ‘Staying Alert’. Commuting to and 
from work is part of your road safety journey. Most serious 
risks involve people, static objects or other vehicles and 
may result in Road Traffic Incidents (RTIs) that can lead to 
serious physical injury, mental health harm or even death.

Take 5 for Safety is a simple concept which is used to deliver Zero Code. Its 
aim is to ensure everyone routinely considers safety in everything they do.  
The mission is to ensure everyone returns home fit, well and uninjured at the end of 
every day. What YOU and your colleagues do at work will determine if this happens.

Take 5 for Safety, part 
of the Amey Zero Code
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Re-assess if things change

If in doubt
Shout Out!
• STOP • SPEAK UP

• REPORT

TTake 5

Let’s remind ourselves of the four pillars of the Zero Code:

Ready to go? 
• I will attend work, drive vehicles and operate 

equipment knowing that I am fit and well

• I will always make sure risks have been 
assessed and that I understand them

• I am clear on what my role is and 
the value I add to my team

Kitted out?
• I will only use the tools and equipment 

provided and approved for the task

• I will only carry out tasks that I am 
trained and competent to do

• I will always wear the appropriate personal  
protective equipment for the job

Stick to the plan!
• I will make sure I know and understand the plan

• I will always check that I am following 
processes and safe systems of work 

• If things change I will re-assess and only start 
work again when it is safe to do so

Stay alert!
• I will always make sure I am in the safest working position

• I will remain alert to what is happening around 
me and react accordingly to stay safe

• I will ‘Shout Out!’ if anything is unacceptable, to 
keep myself and others around me safe



When you are behind 
the wheel - driving is 
your primary task
Peak time driving in particular can expose 
drivers to risks such as drowsiness, 
road rage and more. Around two 
thirds of UK workers drive to work, 
averaging 782 miles each per year. 
Make sure you read the guidance below 
to better manage your commute.

• Plan – have you checked your route 
using available technology, given 
yourself plenty of time and listened 
to the latest traffic reports?

• Check – walk around your vehicle. 
Check the tyre pressure, make sure you 
have enough fuel and that your lights 
and windscreen are clean and clear

• Focus – don’t be distracted by 
your mobile phone and remain 
focused on the journey ahead

• Health – try to get good quality sleep 
before you travel (recommended 8 
hours). If you’re taking prescription or 
over-the-counter medication check 
for potential side effects that may 
impair your judgement while driving

Occupational Road 
Risk (ORR)
ORR is about recognising the risks our 
employees and supply chain partners take 
when driving for Amey. We all use roads 
and vehicles regularly, or rely on those that 
do, and we have a right to do so safely. 
There are a number of initiatives and 
controls in place to reduce these risks.

Legal considerations - the Management 
of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 
1999 requires employers to risk assess 
their driving for work activities and manage 
them within a safety management 
system. In addition, road traffic legislation 
and the Corporate Manslaughter and 
Homicide Act 2007 applies to driving for 
work purposes, and charges of corporate 
manslaughter are possible in the event of 
work-related road deaths. Other charges 
include (but not limited to) gross negligence 
manslaughter against individuals. These 
are all criminal offences. Work related 
road safety is a shared responsibility 
between employer and employee.

Responsibility and accountability
Contract Directors: responsible for reviewing their business 
operating requirements against the ORR policy and 
implementing it within their areas, demonstrating a clear 
leadership commitment to reducing occupational road risk.

People Managers: responsible for ensuring Amey’s ORR policy and 
procedures are adhered to within their areas and cascaded accordingly

Employees: responsible for complying with all ORR policies, 
procedures, risk assessments and the driver’s handbook. 
Reporting concerns and incidents promptly, co-operating with 
any monitoring processes in operation, completing appropriate 
training and assessments when required and using the 
established documentation to report vehicle defects to their 
people manager. Never knowingly drive a defective vehicle. 

Our people
The following topics are all key areas to consider when managing ORR 
and to ensure our employees and supply chain partners are aware 
of the information and know how to access the relevant sections.

Induction: new Amey employees must be inducted to ensure they 
are aware of the rules, processes and procedures relating to ORR.

Driver’s handbook: The Amey driver handbook is available for 
Amey employees here (via the Amey system) and sets out the 
key requirements and responsibilities for all users of vehicles 
and should be a first point of reference for drivers. It contains 
information such as who can drive, responsibilities, licences and 
insurance vehicle checks as well as journey planning and the 
incident process. A copy was delivered to home addresses of 
Amey Defence company vehicle drivers in September 2021. 

Driver fitness and fatigue: the fitness and well-being of our drivers 
is important. We want colleagues to feel motivated, engaged and 
healthy and will support them to make lifestyle choices that can 
lead to long-term health benefits. As part of Zero Code and Take 5 
for Safety, ‘Ready to Go, Fit and Well’ was launched to help us think 
about the steps we can take to ensure we feel fit, well and ready to 
go when at work. The Wellbeing Framework can be used to break 
down the elements of our wellbeing, see link here (available to Amey 
employees), as well as the wellbeing aspects, staying hydrated, 
eating and sleeping well are key to controlling ORR fatigue. 

Did you know?
• Just 2% dehydration affects cognitive skills with 20% 

of crashes recognising fatigue as a factor 

• In lab tests, fatigued drivers make 14 x more mistakes. Take 
frequent breaks, eat and keep hydrated when driving.

Other road users: we are all reliant on each other when using 
the roads and have a duty to act responsibly and within the laws 
and rules set out by the authorities and internally within Amey. 
Please ensure you and your teams are aware of and comply with 
the rules set out in the driver’s handbook and Highway Code.

https://ameygroup.sharepoint.com/sites/-AmeyWorld/DocShare/Fleet and Plant/Amey-FP-DriverHandbook-GD-01 Driver Handbook v4.0.pdf
http://intranet.ameydefenceservices.r.mil.uk/Wellbeing/Pages/Homepage.aspx


Journey
The following topics are all key areas to consider 
when managing ORR and to ensure people know 
where to access the relevant sections.

The options: before you travel, consider all the options 
available to you. Amey currently spends over £1million a 
month on travel and expenses with employees spending 
more than 60,000 nights away from home each year. 
Before you get into your car please consider:

• Is it business-critical to meet face-to-face?

• If I need to travel, can I do so without 
compromising my safety or wellbeing?

• Am I choosing the safest and most productive option?

• If I must drive have I considered the risks and
hazards through Take 5 for Safety?

Risk assess: As well as organisation and driver risk profiling, is 
there a need for more specific risk assessments such as; the 
time of day, fatigue or site and access conditions? The broader 
risk profiling does not cover these tasks and site specific 
elements, so task risk assessments and safe systems of work 
still need to be considered in line with the wider management 
system and customer, PPE and vehicle requirements. 

Route plan: this is a vital part of controlling the risk whilst 
driving. What are the potential accident black spots, can 
we avoid known hold ups by using toll roads? Where can 
breaks be taken and are services and fuel available?

Take your time: allow time when travelling or preparing to 
travel. All drivers should take a break of 15 minutes at least 
every two hours so plan time in for these breaks. Working 
time rules regarding breaks of 11 hours between shifts 
must be followed. Customer and site-specific rules may 
also apply. If in doubt, check with your people manager.

Communicate: When travelling on business, make sure you 
have a reliable means of communication. In areas where 
telecommunication signalling is poor a backup process 
must be considered as part of the task risk assessment and 
lone worker considerations. Employees should be briefed 
on the location and use of roadside emergency phones 
and always remember Amey’s policy of no mobile phone 
usage when driving, irrespective of hands free kits.

Weather: does the vehicle have an emergency kit and if there 
the potential for bad weather, can the trip be rescheduled? 
If driving in late autumn, winter or early spring, have you 
considered equipping yourself for the eventuality of being 
stuck in snow such as a blanket, torch, shovel and flask?

Travel/stop decision: Fatigue is a killer so ensure overnight 
stops are planned and details of how to book out of hours’ 
accommodation are considered and understood. If you are an 
Amey employee, consult Amey’s 
travel policy for more details or 
call Clarity on 0333 014 6085

Action required
As part of Amey’s continuing Take 5 for 
Safety campaign contracts should:

• Review at business level the implementation
of Amey’s ORR policy

• Deliver this briefing to all teams during October 2021

• Deliver TBT 013 driving to all supply chain partners

• Review TBT 049 Winter Driving and ensure appropriate 
additional equipment is provided to company vehicle drivers

Supporting documents

Useful links

ALWAYS be sure you 
know the driving risks and 
hazards and if you don’t, 
STOP and TAKE 5 for Safety!

HSE guidance

Managing ORR

TBT 013 Driving

TBT 49 Winter driving

(If you are a supply 
chain partner, ask 
the local Amey team 
to provide copies of 
relevant documents)

HSE driving for work

Amey RSSB 

Driving for better business

ROSPA Fleet safety

Click to view larger image

https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/priced/hsg136.pdf
https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/priced/hsg136.pdf
https://zoom.us/j/97267806295?pwd=NXBKbVRTWEFyY292MVBtZXRSYkdxdz09
http://edms.carillionamey.r.mil.uk/all/home/Documents/Amey Management of Occupational Road Risks Presentation.pptx
https://zoom.us/j/97267806295?pwd=NXBKbVRTWEFyY292MVBtZXRSYkdxdz09
http://edms.carillionamey.r.mil.uk/all/home/Documents/Tool Box Talk 013 - Driving Safely.doc
https://zoom.us/j/97267806295?pwd=NXBKbVRTWEFyY292MVBtZXRSYkdxdz09
http://edms.carillionamey.r.mil.uk/all/home/Documents/Tool Box Talk 049 - Winter Driving.doc
https://www.hse.gov.uk/workplacetransport/drivingforwork.htm
https://www.hse.gov.uk/workplacetransport/drivingforwork.htm
http://bit.ly/AmeyRR26
http://https://www.drivingforbetterbusiness.com/
https://www.drivingforbetterbusiness.com/
https://www.rospa.com/safety-training/on-road
https://www.rospa.com/safety-training/on-road/driving-at-work/
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Introduction


We believe that proper attention 
to the health and safety of our 
employees, subcontractors, and 
client employees as well as, the 
community within which the Company 
operates, is a key element of effective 
business management. Injuries are 
not inevitable, harm is not acceptable, 
and risks are ours to manage.


•   What is Occupational   
     Road Risk?
•   Why is it important?
•   Assign Champion &
     register for DFBB
•   Risk assessment
•   Strategic review


If in doubt
Shout Out!
• STOP • SPEAK UP


• REPORT
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What is Occupational 
Road Risk?
Putting people first is a 
core Amey value. 
We recognise that there is a significant risk to our 
employees and sub-contractors from using vehicles on 
Amey business. This is commonly termed Occupational 
Road Risk. The management of the Occupational 
Road Risk associated with the vehicle fleet is 
particularly important as it affects all road users. 


We all use the roads and vehicles on a regular basis or rely 
upon those who do, and we have a right to do so safely. 


We have a variety of initiatives and control processes to 
help reduce the risks our employees and those around 
us face when using the road. This document aims to pull 
all these sources of information, guidance and policies 
into one consistent approach and provide a signpost to 
the tools available to manage Occupational Road Risk.


Why is it important?


>5300  
Amey hire vehicles on 
the road per day


>1600
amey vehicle incidents per year


Occupational Road Risk must 
be managed in the same way 
as any other workplace risk


The HSE estimate that more than a quarter of 
all road traffic incidents may involve somebody 
who is driving as part of their work at the time 
(source: orsa)


Avoidable fleet costs relating to collisions, damage 
and claims = £2.8m across Amey in 2018 and rising


>30 million miles
driven per year by Amey vehicles


On average >4 people 
per day die on UK roads 
(dft figures)


170,000 
casualties on roads in 2017
(dft figures)


In 2016, 529 people were killed and 
5,269 seriously injured in collisions 
involving driving for work 
(source: orsa)


For every road traffic collision leading to 
injury, on average the worker is off work for 


23 days
(nearly 5 weeks) 


(RSSB Nov 18)


Improving Occupational Road 
Risk is a Priority for Amey as 
well as our major customers and 
Partners - Highways England, 
Network Rail and RSSB.


~80% of our 
carbon emissions are 
vehicle related
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What can happen - 
Legal & consequences
The Health and Safety at 
Work, etc Act 1974 applies to 
employees driving for work. 
The Management of Health and Safety at Work 
Regulations 1999 requires Employers to risk assess 
their driving for work activities and manage those risks 
effectively within a safety management system.


In addition, road traffic legislation and the Corporate 
Manslaughter and Homicide Act 2007 applies to driving for 
work, and consequently charges of corporate manslaughter 
are possible in the event of work-related road deaths. 
So, too, are other charges such as (but not limited to) 
gross negligence manslaughter against individuals.


Work related road safety is a shared responsibility 
between employer and employee.


We need to consider not only the potential legal 
implications but also the impact of road traffic collisions 
(RTC). Collisions do not only affect those directly involved, 
they can have a wider impact. It can be easy to forget 
this or dismiss saying “it will not happen to me”.


As part of the decision to drive please consider 
the impact a road traffic collision would have 
on your life or that of somebody else.


The following video links can be used to brief your 
teams to reinforce the impact driving behaviours can 
have on ourselves our families and other road users.


Commitment


We are committed to reducing the risks to our drivers whilst 
they are driving to and from their place of work and during the 
course of their work. We also take into account the health and 
safety of other road users who may be affected by the work 
carried out by Amey and our employees. We are committed to 
achieving continual improvement in standards of health and 
safety and to achieving zero harm when delivering our work. 


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR01


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR02


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR03
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Responsibility & Accountability


The roles and responsibilities relating to Occupational Road Risk are 
detailed in the Policy and are summarised below. Specific responsibilities 
and actions are also detailed in the individual sections where appropriate.


Managing Director 


• Has overall accountability to 
ensure Occupational Road Risk 
is effectively managed and 
to provide a clear leadership 
commitment to reducing 
Occupational Road Risk.


Sector and Business Directors 


Are accountable for:


• Review of their business 
operating requirements against 
the Occupational Road Risk policy 
ensuring its implementation 
within their area of responsibility


• Demonstrating a clear leadership 
commitment to reducing 
Occupational Road Risk


• Ensuring adequate resources 
are assigned to develop and 
implement programmes to reduce 
Occupational Road Risk (e.g. 
appointment of Champions).


Account/project/contract 
management teams 


• Are responsible for the allocation 
of resource and management 
of Occupational Road Risk 
as appropriate to ensure its 
implementation within their 
area of responsibility.


Line managers 


• Are responsible for ensuring 
that the company Occupational 
Road Risk policy and procedures 
are adhered to within their 
area of responsibility and 
cascaded accordingly 


• This will include (but 
is not limited to): 


• Making the expectations 
and requirements of 
the employee clear


• Ensuring all drivers 
undertake appropriate 
inductions and briefings in 
line with the Business unit 
and fleet requirements


• Ensure training and 
driver assessment / 
familiarisation relative to 
type of vehicle are provided


• Assess driver fitness as 
appropriate, ensure driver 
medicals are carried out in 
accordance with licencing 
and policy requirements


• Ensuring risks are 
effectively assessed 
and managed to reduce 
Occupational Road Risk 


• 


• Ensuring employees have a 
current valid driving licence 


• Ensuring employees inform 
their line manager of any 
changes in circumstances 
such as penalty points, 
changes in insurer or 
vehicle used or use of any 
prescription medication or 
changes to health that affect 
their ability to drive safely 


• Promote measures to 
combat fatigue through 
journey planning, workload 
rest and break period 
management and overnight 
stays, car-sharing, 
alternative modes of 
transport and alternative 
methods of interaction 
e.g. conference calling


• Consider and actively 
strive to reduce the 
environmental impact of 
their vehicle operations.


Employees


Employees will:
• Comply with all Occupational 


Road Risk policies, procedures, 
Risk assessments and 
the Driver Handbook 


• Report concerns and incidents


• Cooperate with monitoring


• Attend and complete 
appropriate training and 
assessments as required


• Report any identified or known 
vehicle defects to their line 
manager and never knowingly 
drive defective vehicles 


• Be aware of what action 
needs to be taken in an 
emergency situation 


• Ensure they are fit to drive 


• Inform their line manager 
of any health problems or 
personal circumstances that 
could make driving hazardous 


• Never drive while under 
the influence of alcohol or 
drugs, noting that some 
prescription drugs can 
adversely affect the ability to 
drive and check with doctor or 
pharmacist before driving 


• Have regular eye tests and 
ensure that any necessary 
corrective eyewear is worn 


• Never use a mobile phone 
while driving (irrespective of 
hands free - see policy) 


• Drive within speed limits 
and to the speed dictated by 
conditions, which may mean 
driving at less than the limit 


• Follow advice on route planning 
supplied by line management 


• Ensure that suitable breaks are 
included to prevent fatigue; noting 
that fatigue is more of a problem 
at certain times of day (afternoon 
and early morning) and when 
nearing the end of a long journey


• Amey expects all our employees 
to drive legally and courteously 
and apply our values and 
behaviours at all times while 
driving on company business 


• Follow the zero code - Stop and 
shout out if the situation is unsafe.
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Our strategy


Our strategy is our commitment to reduce Occupational 
Road Risk by undertaking to deliver on the following:


• Having a clear commitment 
from the Business Unit 
Managing Director


• Appoint Champions to lead 
and drive improvements in 
Occupational Road Risk


• Assess the risk presented by our 
vehicle operations by adopting 
the Driving for Better Business 
(DFBB) 7 step approach


• To develop and implement action 
plans to reduce Occupational 
Road Risk with specific focus 
on driver behaviours and 
fatigue management


• To clearly communicate the 
plans, policies and procedures 
for Occupational Road Risk


• Provide better guidance 
and support to our teams 
to effectively manage 
Occupational Road Risk


• To set and monitor specific 
targets and KPIs relating to 
Occupational Road Risk as part 
of the Integrated Account Plan 
(IAP) objectives and targets 


• To use technological advances 
to improve driver behaviours


• To continually improve 
our Occupational Road 
Risk control processes 


Driving for Better Business is a 
government-backed programme 
to help employers in both the 
private and public sectors reduce 
work-related Occupational Road 
Risk, decrease the associated 
costs and improve compliance with 
current legislation and guidance.


This strategy will be delivered by 
focusing on four key pillars: 


• Company systems 


• Vehicles and equipment 


• People 


• Journey


For more details on the 
DFBB programme please 
see the links below:


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR04


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR05


Key responsibility and 
action required:


The management teams should: 


• Appoint a champion to implement 
and drive the Occupational 
Road Risk programme at a 
B/U, Account, or Contract 
level as appropriate. 


• Oversee Development 
of improvement Plans to 
address risks identified 


• Oversee Implementation of 
plans with Line managers 


• Set and monitor specific 
targets and KPIs relating to 
Occupational Road Risk as part 
of the Integrated Account Plan 
(IAP) objectives and targets.


The Champion should: 


• Register on line for the free DFBB 
resources see links above. 


• Assess the risk from 
Occupational Road Risk (see 
Risk profiling section)


• Consult with the workforce 


• Develop improvement Plans 
to address risks identified 
with management teams


• Implement plans with 
Line managers. 


Risk assessment is a core legal 
requirement and as such should be 
applied to Occupational Road Risk 
like it is to other business activities. 
To manage Occupational Road Risk we 
have 3 levels of risk assessment.


Organisational risks – using the online assessment 
tool from DFBB this gives a broad overview and is 
used to identify gaps in the overall arrangements 
looking at the four key pillars of Company Systems, 
Vehicles and Equipment, People and the Journey.


Individual risks – using an individual driver risk profile tool 
supplied by ADT to identify person specific behavioural 
risks so individual training programmes can be applied.


Task Risks – using task activity risk assessment 
in line with the group IMS to look at the task 
and site-specific activities and risks.


See Risk profiling on page 16 for more details 
on specific actions and responsibilities.


Risk assessment
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If in doubt
Shout Out!
• STOP • SPEAK UP


• REPORT


Policy


Fleet 
processes


Risk 
profiling


Licence 
checking


Assurance


Driver 
check app


Performance 
monitoring


Environment


VR support


Incident 
support


The following topics are all key areas to consider when 
managing Occupational Road Risk and to ensure 
that our employees are aware of the information 
and know where to access the relevant sections.Systems
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Occupational Road Risk policy


We have developed a clear policy to ensure 
the organisation has a clear statement of how 
Occupational Road Risk should be managed. 
Policy link- AMEY-HSEQ-MORR-PO-01 


The principles detailed in this Occupational Road Risk Strategy and 
Guidance apply across the Amey fleet with a focus on the Car, Van and 
Gray fleet operations. Additional licencing and governance arrangements 
are in place for the HGV fleet (see fleet management processes).  


Key responsibility and action required: 


Management: 


• Ensure Occupational Road Risk policy  


Fleet management processes


Amey Fleet & Plant maintain and continually improve an 
effective Road Traffic Safety management system which 
complies with BS 39001 Road Traffic Safety. 
This defines the mandatory and best 
practice steps that apply to all drivers. 


We continue to update our driving 
related policies regularly which 
include the Driver Handbook which 
has been provided to all drivers with 
a copy of the latest Highway Code to 
ensure compliance with latest road 
legislation as well as Amey Policy.


In January 2018 we took the decision 
to amend our mobile policy to 
prohibit all use of mobile phones 
whilst driving, including hands-
free conversations, recognising 
that this is one of the highest risk 
activities a driver might undertake.


 


Key responsibility and 


action required: 


Management:


• Must assign responsibly for 
day to day management of 
vehicles and fleet processes on 
the Contract /Account. (This is 
not necessarily the same as the 
Occupational Road Risk champion) 


• The Road Traffic Act 1988 section 
172, sets out the requirement 
for the vehicle’s keeper and 
others to provide the identity 
of the driver at any given time


• The management must make 
sure they know who is driving 
every vehicle at all times.


There are many tools to help with this:


• Masternaut


• CheckedSafe


• Local key allocation method.


For further information the fleet 
document library can be found here: 


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR07
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Driving licence checks


Following feedback from the business we instructed our supplier 
partner (ADT) to carry out secure licence checks for all drivers. 
The revised process has improved completion 
rate which gives us a much clearer overview of our 
driving population and potential exposure to risk.


All employees with an Amey email address will 
have been emailed directly to submit their details 
electronically. No paper mandate will be required.


All employees without an Amey email address 
will have a pre-populated paper mandate 
emailed to their people manager which must 
be printed, signed, dated and returned to ADT 
via ameydriversupport@applieddriving.co.uk


For any queries please contact ADT directly via 
ameydriversupport@applieddriving.co.uk  
or by calling +44 (0)1489 663786


Information is made available to managers via the 
ADT portal. If you do not currently have access 
but require it as part of your job role please 
email ameydriversupport@applieddriving.co.uk


If you have any agency or subcontracted 
employees who need to drive for work, you will 
not receive an automatic prompt and will need to 
submit a blank mandate which can be obtained 
from ADT using the above email address.


For more details please see the Occupational Road 
Risk pages on Amey world http://bit.ly/AmeyRR09 


Organisational risk assessment 


As part of the DFBB on line resources 
there is a free online assessment 
tool that shows you where the 
gaps are, and how to plug them. 
The self-assessment should take 
20-30 minutes to complete and 
gives you a personalised report 
highlighting your gaps and how you 
compare to other businesses.


There are 50 questions to see if 
your account/contract is doing all 
it can to effectively manage work-
related Occupational Road Risk, 
split into four sections: Company, 
Drivers, Vehicles and Journeys.


Having completed a risk assessment 
a strategic review should be held 
with the management teams 
to produce specific plans to 
address the findings in your risk 
assessment. Your Operational 
safety advisor can assist with this.


See for more details  
http://bit.ly/AmeyRR08


Individual risk assessment


In addition to the high level risk 
tool from DFBB detailed previously 
an individual driver risk profiling 
tool is available. As part of the 
fleet management system we 
have engaged specialist support 
from Advanced Driver Techniques 
(ADT) who offer driver risk 
profiling on an individual basis. 


The risk profiling tool is an online 
system available to all the whole 
business to assess the potential risk 
each driver may be exposed to. The 
results of the risk assessment can 
be used to develop target bespoke 
training to mitigate risks identified.


For more details please contact 
fleetroadrisk@amey.co.uk


Task risk assessment 


see Journey section (p43) 
for more details 


Key responsibility and 
action required: 


Management: 


• Ensure Organisational and 
Task risk assessment are 
conducted and controls 
implemented in line with policy


• Ensure Improvement plans are 
developed following review 
of assessment findings 


• Implement process of individual 
driver risk profiling as appropriate. 
(approx. cost £10.00/per person). 


Occupational Road Risk champion: 


• Undertake Risk assessment 
at Organisational level (e.g. 
Account or contact as appropriate 
to the business structure


• Develop improvement 
plans following review of 
assessment and engagement 
with the workforce


• Consider Individual driver 
risk profiling as part of 
the improvement plans 
(recommended)


• Develop person specific training 
plans for high risk drivers 
highlighted by risk profiling tool


• Communicate improvement plans 
to Line managers and employees.


Risk profiling
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CheckedSafe is an App which facilitates driver 
daily walk around checks from a digital device 
(Mobile phone). It is simple to use and replaces 
the cumbersome paper-based methods.
This allows the driver carrying out the 
inspection to speed up the process and 
submit the results in real time from the App 
with additional details including photos, time 
and date stamps, and notes on corrective 
action. Once the check is finished, the 
report is viewable via an online portal.


All failed vehicle compliance checks 
will automatically generate a report 
which will be sent to a line manager 
or administrator for action. 


CheckedSafe is likely to be made mandatory 
so get ahead and implement the system 
on your commercial feet now. 


For more details please see 
http://bit.ly/AmeyRR10


Driver checks for company cars still apply 
but use of the app is not mandated for cars. 


Key responsibility and action required: 


Management: 


• Ensure the systems to 
support the check safe app are 
implemented and responsibility 
for monitoring data is assigned.


Line managers:


• Ensure checked safe app is used 
for commercial vehicles 


• Ensure data is monitored for compliance 
and continual improvement.


Driver checks app – CheckedSafeAssurance


Occupational Road Risk is assessed, monitored 
and reviewed using the following methods:


• Driving Licence checks 


• Driver induction for all drivers 
upon joining the company and a 
refresher every three years


• Compliance documents checked regularly 
for Grey Fleet: MOT, Insurance, Service, 
CO2, V5, breakdown cover, VED


• Driver profiler assessment upon 
joining the company which will be 
repeated at 3-year intervals and upon 
change of circumstance or following a 
driving incident or more frequently as 
part of the risk assessment process. 
Results of assessments will be 
collated and categorised by risk level 
and training will be provided relative 
to the risks faced by our drivers


• We will record mileages, incidents, 
traffic violations, penalties and 
associated costs and review training 
and operational needs accordingly


• A range of KPIs relating to our 
fleet and environmental impact 
are collated and monitored within 
the management teams. 


Key responsibility and action required: 


Management: 


• The management team must agree KPI 
related to the improvement plans set. 


• Integrated Account Plans must 
be updated with the Occupational 
road Risk improvement plans.


Consideration should be given to KPIs such as:


• Improvements in Driver behaviour 
scores in Masternaut 


• Reduction in speeding events 
logged in Masternaut 


• Training delivered e.g. Driver behaviour 


• Improvement in MPG data


• Reduction in overall fuel used


• Reduction in accident claims


• Reduction in avoidable fleet costs 


• Reduction in vehicle prosecutions 


• Increase in vehicle related close calls. 
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Environmental impact


Amey recognises that, as a company of significant 
scale, how we deliver our services has the 
potential to add significant environmental and 
sustainability value to our clients, communities, 
stakeholders and the environment. 
We are proud to be an environmentally responsible organisation and 
consider being environmentally sustainable a critical component of our 
continued success as a business providing first class services to our 
stakeholders whilst enhancing our communities and the environment.


Emissions from our vehicles are a major element in our environmental 
considerations. As part of the consideration of Occupational Road 
Risk we need to also consider our impact to the environment. 


The environmental impact of our vehicle fleet can be reduced through the following actions:


• Reduce travel where possible e.g. use Skype, Microsoft 
Teams conferencing or Video conferencing etc


• Monitoring fuel usage and type using fleet BI dashboard and Masternaut


• Do not carry unnecessary loads 


• Monitoring driver behaviour via Telematics e.g. idling time, harsh acceleration or braking


• Training in green driving behaviours


• Vehicle Pre use checks e.g. - tyre pressures


• Considering specification and whole life costs when ordering vehicles 


• Using Hybrid vehicles on company car list where possible


• Using alternative energy types e.g. Electric (see case study from Sheffield).


Key responsibility and action required: 


Management: 


• All Accounts are to contribute to reducing our carbon footprint. Each 
Integrated Account Plan (IAP) must include at least one relevant objective 
to reduce the environmental impact associated with business travel.


Performance monitoring


We continue to invest in the latest technology 
to support the safety of our fleet. 
This includes the use of telematics. The telematics system provides 
information tracking on vehicle performance and driver behaviours as 
well as having the added benefits of user tracking via a key fob system 
and the ability to bench mark data and provide real time management 
information feedback and notification via the online portal. 


An example of the benefits of using telematics has been 
published by Network Rail. They have used telematics vehicle 
monitoring to improve their safety management arrangements 
and safety of employees. In the 12 months since fitting: 


• Road traffic accidents have reduced by 80% 


• Employee injuries whilst driving have reduced by 30% 


• 38% reduction in police speeding prosecutions 


• 14% improvement in first time MOT passes (up to 94%). 


(Source: RSSB info sept 18)


For more details on Telematics please contact fleetroadrisk@amey.co.uk


Key responsibility and action required: 


Management - (Sector, Business and Account Directors):


• Must review Occupational Road Risk KPI (set as part of 
improvement planning, see assurance section) as part the 
business performance review (recommended Monthly) to 
monitor progress against the improvement plans.
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Call: 03433 519031 Option 1
Our supply chain partner SSOP+SSOP processes 
all vehicle incidents and manage the repairs 
following incidents involving Amey vehicles.


SSOP+SSOP record all vehicle incident details and 
liaise with our approved repairers to obtain estimates 
and arrange for your vehicle to be repaired.


SSOP+SSOP work closely with the Group 
Insurance Team on third party claims to ensure 
the recovery of costs where applicable.


Our internal team are still responsible for the processing 
of all off hire and end-of-contract damage for all 
Amey vehicles. We will negotiate with the supplier 
to keep all rechargeable costs to a minimum.


More details and a range of frequently asked questions 
can be found on Amey world http://bit.ly/AmeyRR11


Key responsibility and action required: 


Management: 


• Must investigate all vehicle related 
incidents (collisions, damage etc)


• Ensure the employee well-being is monitored 
and managed post incident (External agencies 
are focused on Asset management).


Employees:


• Report all incidents as set out in the 
driver handbook and fleet policies.


Incident management 


Virtual reality support


As part of the package of technological 
support we have the facility to use virtual 
reality simulation to train drivers on the 
effects of their driving behaviours.


 
This is available via our supply chain partners ADT for 
roadshows as well as promotional and training events. 


Please contact nigel.lawrence@applied-driving.com  for more details. 


Key responsibility and action required: 


Management: 


• Should consider using the VR simulation as part of 
their training and awareness programmes.
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Vehicles & 
Equipment


Local fleet 
admin


Plant


The following topics are all key areas to consider when 
managing Occupational Road Risk and to ensure that 
our employees are aware of the information and 
know where to access the relevant sections.


If in doubt
Shout Out!
• STOP • SPEAK UP


• REPORT


Company 
cars & vans


Grey fleet


Short 
terms hire


Maintenance


Fleet 
specification


Towing
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As part of the local management arrangements the 
account specific responsibilities to look after fleet and 
pool vehicle management are an important part of the 
effective management of Occupational Road Risk. 
Please speak to your manager to identify your fleet/Occupational Road Risk champion 
and the person who coordinates fleet and pool vehicles within your location.


Key responsibility and action required: 


Management: 


• Must appoint personnel as required to manage and administer 
fleet operations on the account/contract as appropriate. 


Local fleet administration


Call: 03433 519031
We operate a range of core processes to ensure 
company cars are fit for purpose and well maintained. 
Company cars are managed by our supply chain 
partner Hitachi Capital Vehicle Solutions (HCVS). HCVS 
core role is to manage the provision of company cars 
to eligible new starters and existing employees.


Working in partnership with Amey Fleet & Plant, HCVS 
ensure driver records are up to date and allow drivers to 
complete their mileage returns via the innovation portal.


Guidance on company cars can be 
found within the group policy. 


Company cars & vans 


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR12


For more information, specific questions, allowances, fuels claims please see the 
frequently asked question on the Amey world web site http://bit.ly/AmeyRR28
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Grey fleet is a term used where the 
employee uses their own personal 
vehicle for business use. 
This is often delivered via a cash allowance. There are specific 
rules and conditions relating to the Amey requirements for Grey 
fleet. Please see policy for more details http://bit.ly/AmeyRR12


Irrespective of the ownership of the vehicle by using it for 
business there are the same duties on the employer and 
employee to ensure to is safe and the risks are managed.


Key responsibility and action required: 


Management: 


• Must ensure all users within their area or responsibility are 
compliant with Gray fleet management processes.


Employees: 


• Must ensure their vehicle (company Car or Gray Fleet) is fit 
for purpose and maintained to the required schedule. 


Grey fleet


Short term hire


Call: 03433 519031
The Fleet and Plant Team provide a daily rental hire facility for cars, light 
commercial vehicles, heavy goods vehicles, mobile elevated work platforms 
(MEWPs) and vehicles such as tail lifts, cranes and grabs which have safety-
critical requirements. There are very few vehicles they cannot source.


Although this facility is often referred to as ‘short-term hire’, you 
can use it to hire a vehicle for any period of time. The benefit of 
hiring a vehicle on a daily rental basis is that you can ‘off-hire’ it 
at any point without being charged for early termination.


You can use the Daily Rental facility to book a replacement vehicle if yours 
is off the road, for example: for scheduled maintenance or a breakdown.


Maintenance


The Hitachi Capital Vehicle Solutions (HCVS) 
Maintenance Team deals with all maintenance 
of Amey vehicles, including company cars. 
This is to ensure that all vehicles operated and used by Amey 
accounts are always mechanically safe and legal to use.


For more details please see Amey world or contact AmeyTS@hitachicapital.co.uk 


For Commercial Vehicles call - 03433 519031 Option 3 / Option 5 


For Company cars call - 03433 519031 Option 2 / Option 1
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All vehicles will be procured in 
line with the latest version of the 
Vehicle Specification Catalogue. 
It is therefore incumbent on the Business Units and Contracts to only request 
prices for vehicles from the Amey Standard Vehicle Specification Catalogue. 
Prices for vehicles will only be based on the approved vehicle manufacturers 
selected following vehicle procurement activities, or other tenders that 
have been carried by Fleet and Plant and approved by Amey Group.


The vehicle specification working group considers a lot of factors 
including the following core elements when producing the catalogue: 


Safety - Best practice and innovation / technology


Fit for purpose - You say what you need and efficiency 


Fleet utilisation - Rehome efficiency - non–standard specification


Cost management - Specification ‘creep’, needs rather than wants


It is recognised that there may be a need for non-standard / 
account-specific items. Such requests will require prior justification 
and approval from the Business Unit Managing Director.


It is important the vehicle specification includes everything 
that is required e.g. tied down points, ladders points, beacons, 
livery, markings. Please do not assume what you want will 
be fitted as standard please check before ordering.


Fleet specification


Towing Plant and equipment with Amey vehicles is a specialist area 
that should only be undertaken by competent authorised personnel. 
There are considerations for the towing vehicle in 
terms of weight and licencing as well as the safety 
of the equipment being towed. Do not assume that 
just because a towing facility is fitted to a vehicle 
you are safe to undertake towing operations.


Please consult you manager and the fleet team for 
guidance if you need to undertake towing operations.


Key responsibility and action required: 


Line Management:


• Must ensure any towing operations are undertaken 
by competent personnel in a safe manner and are 
compliant with relevant licencing rules and procedures.


Employees: 


• Must ensure pre- use inspections are undertaken on 
all towed plant prior to towing on the road network


• Must report and defects identified immediately.


Towing


Call: 03433 519031 - Option 5
Suppling and operating plant to support our operations 
is a specialist area and should not be undertaken 
without the appropriate training, competence and 
approval from your manager. The Fleet and Plant 
Team sources plant and rail equipment through our 
suppliers, HSS. This includes survey equipment, 
excavators / loading shovels, trailers, accommodation 
/ storage, lighting and grounds care equipment. We 
can also source road rail and on-track machinery.


The Amey world plant pages contain details 
of supplier portals, processes and guidance as 
well as frequently asked questions to support 
your requirements. http://bit.ly/AmeyRR29


Key responsibility and action required: 


Line Management:


• Must ensure Plant and equipment is specified, 
ordered used and controlled by authorised 
trained and competent personnel


• Must ensure activities using specialist plant 
are risk assessed in line with the business 
management system processes


• Must ensure Client rules are complied with 
relating to plant EG Network Rail. 


Plant
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The following topics are all key areas to consider when 
managing Occupational Road Risk and to ensure 
that our employees are aware of the information 
and know where to access the relevant sections.


Induction


Driver 
handbook


Driver 
training


Minibus 
drivers


Pre use 
checks


Driver 
fitness


Other road 
users


If in doubt
Shout Out!
• STOP • SPEAK UP


• REPORT


People
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The Freight Transport association (FTA) Van Excellence scheme 
highlights some critical points to consider regarding health 
and hydration. We would not knowingly send out a vehicle in 
an unsafe condition so must also consider the driver. 


A few facts to start with….


One in four 
men have seriously considered suicide


Just 2% dehydration 
effects cognitive skills


70% of van drivers said work pressure 
affected their hydration and diet


75% of those asked, state 
work is a contributory factor 
to their mental health


In lab tests fatigued drivers 
make 14 x more mistakes 


Suicide is the 
biggest killer of 
men under 45 


20% 
of crashes 
recognise fatigue 
as a factor 


Men are three times 
more likely than women 
to take their own life


50% 
of drivers admit 
micro sleeps


27% 
rely on energy 
drinks


1 in 5 say their 
current mental 
health is poor 
or very poor


99% 
of van drivers 
are male


Making sure our 
people are fit to 
drive and ready 
to go is key 
to preventing 
incidents.
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Any new employee with Amey must be inducted to ensure they are aware 
of the rules, processes and procedures relating to Occupational Road Risk. 
This document will provide a good guide to the 
key areas that need to be communicated along 
with the supporting pages on Amey world.


To support the induction a series of fleet safety 
videos have been produced to raise awareness 
of Access and Egress, Manual Handling and 
Responsibility of a Professional Driver.


Local vehicle specific induction/assessment/ 
familiarisation processes may also apply. Your local 
management and HSEQ teams can advise.


Light commercial safety video: 


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR15


Company Car safety video: 


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR16


Key responsibility and action required: 


Line Management must:


• Ensure Occupational Road Risk processes are included 
as part of the wider business /contract induction


• Ensure all employees undergo appropriate 
familiarisation with the vehicle or equipment prior 
to use, this will vary depending on the situation. 
Familiarisation must be delivered by a competent 
person as part of the induction and a record kept.


Induction


The Amey driver handbook clearly sets out the key 
requirements and responsibilities for all users of vehicles 
and should be a first point of reference for drivers. 
It contains key information on who can drive, responsibilities, licences, 
insurance vehicle checks, speeding, fitness to drive, fatigue, mobile 
phones, maintenance, journey planning and the incident process.


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR17


As well as the driver handbook all drivers should read and be 
aware of the Highway Code http://bit.ly/AmeyRR18


Driver handbook


In addition to the safety training videos detailed 
above a range of training packages that can 
be tailored to the specific needs are available 
from our partners ADT, these include:
Online training - Targeted Hazard 
Perception. Broad content library 
comprising of some 27 modules. 


Motormind – Behavioural orientated training 


Practical training - Behind the wheel 
–delivered across the UK. Bespoke 
content to match requirements. Train the 
Trainer / Assessor sessions available. 


Classroom / theory workshops - 
Interactive and engaging sessions, ideal 
for employees with no access to email 
/ online learning. Generic or bespoke 
content delivery. Can be delivered as 
shorter briefings, e.g. 1hr duration. 


Driver awareness – Process to ensure 
driver familiarity with equipment supplied 
e.g. short-term hire or specialist vehicles 
or non-UK licence holders. – (fuel 
efficiency link environmental aspects).


Specialist training – Specialist vehicle 
or situation training e.g. off road 
driving/vehicles, load security.


For more details please contact  
nigel.lawrence@applied-driving.com  
or Fleet and Plant team.


Driver training
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Where a mini bus is likely to be used to ferry employees 
to a work site the requirements of Public Service 
Vehicle (PSV) licencing may need to be considered. 
If you have the requirement to use mini buses, please contact 
the fleet compliance team to check before use. 


Call: 03433 519031 Option 3 / Option 8 


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR19


Key responsibility and action required: 


Line Management must: 


• Ensure risk associated with Minibuses are assessed and controlled prior to use 


• Ensure rules relating to Licencing are complied with prior to use


• Ensure driving time to and from site is considered as part of fatigue calculations


Minibus drivers


CheckedSafe is a digital solution for 
carrying out daily / pre-use checks
This Enables Transport Managers to view greater detail of the checks completed 
and identified defects to manage them through to completion more effectively. 


It also enables trend reporting to quickly identify repeat issues to assist with preventative 
measures. This directly aligns with Amey’s Target Zero strategy and Zero Code message. 


It also allows managers who are working remotely to immediately view and rectify 
any non-conformities in relation to vehicle checks which improves compliance.


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR10


Pre use checks


The fitness and well-being of our drivers is an important consideration. 
We want to help colleagues feel motivated, engaged and healthy 
and will do this by supporting those who work for us to make 
lifestyle choices that can lead to long-term health benefits.
As part of Zero Code, ‘Ready to Go, Fit and Well’ was 
launched to help us to start thinking about how we 
can take steps to make sure we are always feeling fit 
and well, ready to go, when at work. The Wellbeing 
Framework can be used to break down the elements 
of our wellbeing, see link http://bit.ly/AmeyRR20


As well as the well-being aspects being hydrated, 
eating well and sleeping well are key to controlling 
Occupational Road Risk fatigue. Just 2% dehydration 
effects cognitive skills with 20% of crashes recognising 
fatigue as a factor. In lab tests fatigued drivers 
make 14 x more mistakes so please take breaks, 
eat properly and keep hydrated when driving.


Please ensure that fatigue calculators are used to 
support driver fitness, the rail industry has strict 
rules on fatigue and the HSE has an online tool.


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR21


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR22


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR23


Key responsibility and action required: 


Line Management:


• Must ensure Fatigue is considered in planning and 
allocation of tasks relating to Occupational Road Risk.


Employees: 


• Must consider fatigue and their fitness 
to drive before and during journeys. 


• Must manage Journey drive time and take rest breaks 
of at least 15mins every 2 hrs (Source Highway Code). 


Driver fitness – fatigue/health 


Awareness of other road user’s risks 
is another consideration. 
We are all reliant on each other when using the roads, we all have a duty to 
act responsibly and within the laws and rules set out by the authorities and 
internally within Amey. Please ensure you and your teams are aware of and 
comply with the rules set out in the driver’s handbook and Highway Code. 


To support awareness of the impacts of other road users and the impacts of fatigue, training 
programmes are available using a virtual reality simulator to give a real-life experience. 


Contact fleetroadrisk@amey.co.uk for more info.


Other road users 
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Travel 
decision


Task risk 
assessment


Route 
planning


Schedule/
Timing


Support 
tech 


Communications


Weather


Travel stop 
decision


Journey


If in doubt
Shout Out!
• STOP • SPEAK UP


• REPORT


The following topics are all key areas to consider when 
managing Occupational Road Risk and to ensure that 
our employees are aware of the information and 
know where to access the relevant sections.
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Is traveling by road the best option – do we need to drive? 
Before you decide to travel, be sure to consider 
all the options available to you. Amey currently 
spends over £1million a month on travel and 
expenses with employees spending more than 
60,000 nights away from home each year. 


Before you get into your car and drive putting 
yourself at risk please consider:


• Is it business-critical to meet face-to-face?


• If I need to travel, can I do so without 
compromising my safety or wellbeing?


• Am I choosing the safest and most productive option?


• If I must drive have I considered the risks 
and controls detailed in this document?


That’s time we’d rather you spent with friends and 
family in the comfort of your own surroundings.


Key responsibility and action required


Employees: 


Before you get into your car and drive putting 
yourself at risk please consider:


• Is it business-critical to meet face-to-face?


• If I need to travel, can I do so without 
compromising my safety or wellbeing?


• Am I choosing the safest and most productive option?


• If I must drive have I considered the risks 
and controls detailed in this document?


• What is a safe number of driving hours considering 
other work activities and total working hours? 


Travel decision question


As well as the organisation and driver risk profiling there is the 
need for an activity specific risk assessment looking at task specific 
conditions of the task required e.g. time of day, fatigue, site conditions 
and access conditions, customer, PPE and vehicle requirements. 
The broader risk profiling does not cover these 
tasks and site specific elements, the task risk 
assessment and safe system of work still need to 
be considered in line with the wider management 
system. See link below for more information: 


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR24


Your Operational safety advisor can support with this.


Key responsibility and action required


Management:


• Ensure Occupational Road Risk Task risk assessment 
is completed and communicated to employees 


• Ensure Route planning, Timing, Schedule, 
Communications, Weather, Technology and 
other relevant factors detailed within this 
document are considered as part of the risk 
assessment and safe system of work.


Task risk assessment 


Route planning is a vital part of 
controlling the risk whilst driving. 
What are the potential accident black spots, can we 
avoid known hold ups by using toll roads etc. Where 
can breaks be taken, are services available.


Route planning
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Has sufficient time been 
allowed so as not to put 
drivers under pressure? 
Everybody has different limits in fatigue. All drivers 
should take a break of 15mins at least every two hours 
or earlier if they feel tired. When planning the task 
enough time must be allowed for travel including rest 
breaks. The working time rules regarding breaks and 11 
hours between shifts, especially in the rail environment 
must be followed. Customer and site-specific rules 
may apply please check with your manager.


Timing scheduling


It may sound a simple option but 
are satellite navigation systems 
available to guide you to site, please 
check these have been updated 
with the latest road information.
 As with mobile devices these must not be adjusted 
when driving, stop in a safe place before adjusting.


Support technology


Whenever employees are traveling 
on business they must have a 
reliable means of communication.
 If they are in areas where signal is poor a backup process 
must be considered as part of the task risk assessment and 
lone worker considerations. Employees should be briefed 
on the location and use of road side emergency phones.


When considering communications, we must 
remember that we have a policy of no mobile phones 
when driving irrespective of hand free kits.


Communications 


Another aspect to consider is the weather, is the vehicle 
equipped with an emergency kit, is there the potential 
for bad weather forecast, can the trip be rescheduled.
If you must travel, follow the travel authority’s advice and go prepared.


Make sure your vehicle is ready for winter: 


• Tyre pressure (refer to the vehicle manual)


• Tread depth (2mm is the minimum for Amey)


• Wipers (make sure that they clear the screen)


• Windscreen washers (check they are working, and fluids are topped up)


• Lights (check they are all working and clean)


• Engine coolant (check level of anti-freeze)


• Keep de-icer, an ice scraper and warm hi-vis clothing in your vehicle


• Consider winter driving advice and carry food, drinking water and shovel in your vehicle.


Weather 
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Are overnight stops and drive time 
allowed or are drivers driving long 
distances after a full day working? 
Fatigue is a killer as detailed previously so ensure overnight 
stops are planned and details of how to book out of 
hour’s accommodation are considered and understood by 
employees. See p39 Driver Fatigue section for more details.


Consult travel policy for more details or 
call Clarity on 0333 014 6085


Travel/stop decision
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Each Business Unit/Account or Contract should 
decide upon what their key performance indicators 
are for their fleet and vehicle operations. 
These should be monitored as part of the weekly/
monthly management of the account or contract 
as part of their IAP objectives and targets. 


Some parts of the business will require more 
data than others depending upon the activity. 
Monitoring of data not only highlights poor 
behaviours that need addressing such as speeding 
it also highlights where avoidable costs such as 
fines, damage, fuel usage etc can be managed. 


A wide range of management information is 
available regarding vehicle usage. The Fleet 
BI platform has a dashboard of contract/
account specific data and information to assist 
in the management of the vehicle fleet. 


In addition to the BI platform the Masternaut 
system should be fitted to all commercial vehicles. 
This gives a wealth of driver behaviour ands well as 
task and scheduling data. Types of data available 
include route information, timings, speeding, harsh 
braking, erratic steering and braking behaviours 
and much more depending upon the vehicle.


http://bit.ly/AmeyRR25


Monitoring of the data is a core part of the 
continual improvement process to identify and 
address sub-standard behaviours and can support 
efficiency and safe task planning and delivery.


Please consult the fleet team for more information 
on data monitoring and access to the BI dashboard.


Key responsibility and action required


Management:


• Ensure a strategic review is undertaken 
periodically relating to Occupational 
Road Risk as part of the normal business 
planning and monitoring process


• KPIs must be set and monitored to 
drive and measure improvements 
in Occupational Road Risk.


This document outlines what to consider in helping 
reduce the risks presented by driving for work, the 
most important aspect of Occupational Road Risk 
is the person, if we do not communicate the right 
information in the right ways our efforts will be wasted. 
Consulting and engaging with employees when producing risk assessment 
and planning a task is critical in delivering a safe operation.


Key responsibility and action required


Management:


• Ensure employee groups and representatives are engaged as part of Occupational 
Road Risk improvement plan development and implementation


• Ensure the principles of our strategy are communicated into the supply chain contractors.


Consultation &
Engagement


Monitor & 
measurement
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Useful links


RSSB - Occupational Road Risk Resource Centre 
http://bit.ly/AmeyRR26


Driving for better Business
https://www.drivingforbetterbusiness.com/ 


ROSPA - Managing Occupational Road Risk
https://www.rospa.com/safety-training/on-road/driving-at-work/ 


Fleet working groups
http://bit.ly/AmeyRR27


Key contacts


You can contact all departments within Amey Fleet and Plant by 
calling 03433 519031 and selecting the option you require. You can 
also contact the teams via email as set out in the table below:


Service/Support E-mail Address Contact For


Company Cars amey@hitachicapital.co.uk
Company car 
orders/queries


Compliance
olicence @amey.co.uk


amey.compliance@hitachicapital.co.uk


O Licence


Vehicle docs, VED, Fines


Daily Rental and
Safety Critical Hire


shorttermhire@amey.co.uk
Daily rental bookings 
and queries including 
safety critical plant


Driver Risk
Management


fleetroadrisk@amey.co.uk


ameydriversupport@applieddriving.co.uk


Road Safety and Driver 
Risk Management info


Driving licence checks


Fleet Optimisation fleet.optimisation@amey.co.uk
Telematics and
vehicle utilisation


Fleet Procurement amey@hitachicapital.co.uk
Long term hire and asset
procurement


Fuel Cards fuelcards@amey.co.uk Fuel card queries


Insurance insurance@amey.co.uk
Insurance and 
claims queries


Maintenance AmeyTS@hitachicapital.co.uk
All maintenance queries: 
tyres, glass, breakdown, 
service, MOT etc.


Plant Plant.Provision@amey.co.uk Plant queries
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To report a 
Close Call:


0800 521 660


If in doubt
Shout Out!
• STOP • SPEAK UP


• REPORT


Version 1.0 - 07/2019


Amey UK plc 
Chancery Exchange 
10 Furnival Street 
London 
EC4A 1AB


 Engineering
 Facilities
 Environment
 Utilities
 Transport
 Defence
 Justice


We’re the faces behind the services the 
public use every day and we’ve been in 
the business of creating better places 
for nearly 100 years – it’s our purpose 
and passion – and it’s what drives us to 
keep improving our services every day.


Creating better places 
to live, work and travel








Travel 
decision


Task risk 
assessment


Route 
planning


Schedule/
Timing


Support 
tech 


Communications


Weather


Travel stop 
decision


Journey


If in doubt
Shout Out!
• STOP • SPEAK UP


• REPORT


The following topics are all key areas to consider when 
managing Occupational Road Risk and to ensure that 
our employees are aware of the information and 
know where to access the relevant sections.
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